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The Burmester problem has long been one of the major 
analytical approaches in the path and position synthesis of 
planar mechanisms. Recently this approach has been extended 
to three dimensions by the works of Roth and Williams and, 
later, by Sandor. 
There have been limited attempts to provide the 
designer with an approach to synthesis of a planar linkage 
without actually solving the Burmester problem. These range 
from the giant atlas of planar four-bar mechanisms of 
Hrones and Nelson for coupler curve path synthesis to the 
design graphs of Tesaf and others for the special case of 
the straight-line path generating mechanisms. While several 
methods for spatial mechanism synthesis have been presented, 
very few solutions have been produced and no design approaches 
have been developed which permit a non-specialist in kine-
matic synthesis to utilize such devices. 
The development of a system of design graphs for three 
dimensional path synthesis was attempted but was not accom-
plished. This thesis presents a discussion on the problems 
of three dimensional design graphs. This thesis also 
presents several mechanisms which have been synthesized for 
a particular purpose and a compendium of spatial solutions 
which can Be synthesized into linkages. These results do 
vi 




Planar mechanism synthesis is usually concerned with 
obtaining one of three objectives. These are function 
generation where the positions of the input and output links 
are related by some mathematical function, path generation 
where a point on the coupler link of a mechanism is required 
to follow a particular path, and position synthesis where the 
coupler link is required to assume a sequence of positions 
as the input link is moved. . 
Path generation and position synthesis are closely 
related because paths are approximated by a sequence of 
points which are usually called accuracy points. The 
difference then is that a path generator is a position 
synthesizer that has only its positions specified along a 
path and has no specifications for angular displacements. 
These three objectives are usually approached by one 
of two methods. The first of these methods involves solving 
for the unknown physical parameters of the linkage in the 
geometric equations which describe its positions. The 
second of these methods involves finding points in the coupler 
link whose successive positions lie on curves which can be 
mechanized. This second method derives from Burmester theory 
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and has been used mainly in the design of path generators 
and position synthesizers. 
Function generators-can be designed for a variety of 
purposes such as mechanical linearizers, radio tuning 
mechanisms, constant angular-velocity-ratio couplings and 
linkages to replace cams [1]. Hartenburg and Denavit [2] 
show the design of planar function generators with three, 
four, and five accuracy points while Freudenstein [3] 
further provides a compendium of planar function generators 
whose error between the accuracy points has been minimized 
through computer optimization. 
The planar Burmester problem was first solved 
graphically by Burmester {4] while important contributions 
were made to the theory by Mueller [5]. Modern development 
originated with analytical studies using complex numbers 
contributed by Freudenstein, Sandor, and Primrose [6,7,8,9]. 
Bottema treated the problem using the algebra of real numbers 
[10]. The special case where the specified positions are 
infinitesimally separated was treated by Mueller. More recently, 
Tesar and Eschenbach treated the case of a combination of 
finitely and infinitesimally separated positions [11]. Tesar 
has been responsible for much work in the area of single 
position design relating to straightline mechanisms and, with 
Vidosic and Wo1ford, has published a series of design graphs 
to use in the design of four-bar, straight-line generating 
linkages [12,13,14]. The most elementary compendium of 
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planar solutions for occasional designers o£ path generators 
is the well known Hrones and Nelson atlas [15]. Brown and 
Mabie show applications of design curves.to a variety of 
planar problems [16]. Freudenstein and Sander have provided 
a digital computer program for the synthesis of path 
generating mechanisms [19]. 
Spatial linkage synthesis is similar to planar 
synthesis in the objectives and in the general methods of 
solution. However, three dimensional synthesis involves 
more types of joints and linkages than in planar synthesis 
which usually standardizes on the four-bar linkage with 
revolute joints. Also, in three dimensional synthesis, one 
linkage type is often best used for one type of synthesis 
while another type of linkage is best suited for another 
synthesis problem. Function generators in three dimensions 
have generally been limited to the spherical four bar, 
R-R-R-R, and the spatial four-bar, R-S-S-R (R = revolute 
joint, S *• spherical joint). Hartenburg and Benavit [2] 
show the design of R-R-R-R and R-S-S-R function generators 
with three and six accuracy points, respectively, while Suh 
[17] shows the design of two RSSR function generators with 
four and six accuracy points. Suh and Radcliffe [18] show 
a method for the design of a spherical function generator 
but also include the design of a path generator for the 
special case of spherical path. Johnson [20] has shown a 
graphical-analytical method for the approximate synthesis of 
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three dimensional path generation mechanisms where the path 
is limited to lie on the surface of a sphere. 
Several investigators have provided means for finding 
surfaces in three dimensions which can be mechanized. Roth, 
in a series of significant papers [21,22,23] has presented 
methods for the treatment of mixed finitely and infinite-
simally separated positions (with Chen) and for the solution 
of points which lie on the surface of a sphere, a circle, 
a plane, a cylinder, and a straight line. In a slightly 
earlier work, Williams [24] solved for these surfaces by 
using the algebra of real numbers and provided an analysis 
of the maximum number of arbitrary positions and related 
variables. This solution limited the movement between 
points by allowing three displacements but only one rotation, 
however, the input positions are defined only by their 
displacements relative to the stationary frame and do not 
have to be converted into screw displacements. Sandor [25] 
was able to duplicate the solutions of Roth and Williams for 
the case of the circle and recommended comparable linkages 
to that of Williams for position synthesis. 
While many approaches to three dimensional path 
generation and position synthesis have been presented in 
the literature, very few solutions have been presented. The 
work of Freudenstein [1,19], Hrones and Nelson [15], and 
Tesar [12,13,14] represent some of the efforts which have 
been made on planar synthesis to free the designer from some 
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of the computations and from the need to have a complete 
understanding of the theory. These papers represent the 
main approaches that a kinematic!an could use to make 
synthesis more available to the designer. These include: 
(1) the presentation of a specific linkage that will do a 
specific job and hopefully will match the needs of the 
designer, (2) the presentation of a compendium of solutions 
that can be matched or extrapolated to the designer's needs, 
as produced by Krones and Nelson, (3) the use of a computer 
program as presented by Freudenstein to synthesize certain 
linkages to satisfy specific input data, and (4) the 
presentation of a system of design graphs such as Tesa^s 
from which a linkage can be derived. 
As we have seen, there have been theoretical methods 
presented to obtain a solution, however, there have been 
very few practical examples. Many designers cannot afford 
the time to go through the complete solution even if they 
have a computer and programming ability available. Even the 
writing or modification of a computer program from one 
computer language to another can be very inefficient. In 
fact a - time consuming portion of the work represented by 
this thesis was spent in getting four programs to run 
repeatedly. 
The goal of this thesis was then to provide the 
designer with at least a family of accomplished solutions 
in the form of several useful paths which can be mechanised. 
IlililllW 
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The results could not be organized into any form of design 
graphs, however, a compendium of solutions is presented which 
gives the designer flexibility in assembling alternative 
linkages to follow the paths considered. The necessary 
computer programs, as converted into the common Fortran IV 
language, are also presented for use in further investigations 
or for other needed input requirements. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE BURMESTER PROBLEM AND SYNTHESIS 
Part I: The Classical Burmester Problem . 
The classical planar Burmester problem involves 
finding points on a body that lie on a circle which is fixed 
in a stationary reference frame as the body is moved through 
a series of specified positions relative to the stationary 
frame. A circle is used because it is the planar locus 
which is most easily mechanized, in so much as circular 
motion is generated by the simple pin or revolute joint. 
The number of positions to be specified (commonly referred 
to in the literature as accuracy points) determines the 
complexity of the problem and the method of solution. If 
only three successive positions are specified for the body, 
then every point in the body has its three positions on some 
unique circle since it takes only three points in the plane 
to specify a circle (see Fig. 1). This circle can be found 
very easily by graphical methods as shown in Fig. 2. If 
four positions are specified, then there is.a line or locus 
on the body, every point of which is a solution. That is, 
every point lies on some unique circle for the four positions. 
This line and a similar line, on which are found the centers 
of the circles, may be found through graphical means. 
T 
I 





Figure 2. Construction to Define the Circle Associated 
with Three Planar Positions 
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Burmester found that certain isolated points could be found 
on a body such that they lie on a common circle for all of 
five specified positions. There are a maximum of four such 
points for each set of five positions. 
Part II: The Three Dimensional Burmester Problem 
The three dimensional Burmester problem involves 
finding points in a three dimensional body that lie on a 
spatial surface or locus--such as on a cylinder, on a sphere, 
or on some circle that is not necessarily parallel to one 
of the coordinate planes. The cylindrical surface is that 
surface which is generated by a cylindrical joint and the 
sphere is that surface which is generated by spherical joint 
(sometimes called a globular joint). Other surfaces have 
been investigated such as the line and plane [21,24,2 5] but 
this paper will concentrate on the cylinder, the sphere, 
and the circle because these are easily mechanized surfaces. 
Part III: Mechanism Synthesis 
The synthesis of a linkage using solutions of the 
Burmester problem can best be demonstrated by a planar 
example. The solution of the Burmester problem gives a 
maximum of four points and for each of these points, the 
location (xy) and radius (R) of a circle is established in 
the fixed reference plane. The center of the circle is 
called a center point while the point in the moving body is 
called a circle point. Figure 3, shows a notationa1 scheme 
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Figure 3. Notation for Burniester Points 
and Center Points 
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for the classical Burmester problem. The reference frame, 
0, is the moving body, and five a's, b's, and 9fs are given 
to specify the five positions of 0 relative to the fixed 
reference frame, E. By making a circle point (x,y) and its 
corresponding center point (X,Y) the positions of revolute 
joints connected by a link of length equal to the radius of 
the circle, the moving body, 0, is connected to the fixed 
frame, E, by one link. By repeating the procedure with 
another circle and center point solution from the same input 
data, the moving body, 0, as defined by the two circle points, 
becomes the coupler link of a four-bar linkage. This four-
bar linkage will carry the coupler through the five specified 
positions that were the input to the problem (see Figure 4). 
The three dimensional problem uses the same approach 
except that the results from several different problems having 
the same input are combined to synthesize a linkage. For 
example, the linkage shown in Figure 5 was developed from 
one solution from the sphere problem and two solutions from 
the circle problem. This linkage will carry the coupler, 
0, through the desired positions provided that the same 
input is given to the sphere and circle programs and that 
the linkage has suitable degrees of freedom determined by 
the well known Kutzbach-Greubler criterion [2]. The locations 
of the spherical (S) and revolute (R) joints are noted, and 
the spherical joints in the coupler may be observed not to 





Figure 4. Four Bar Planar Linkage Based on Two 
Burmester Points 
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Figure 5. Five Link Spatial Mechanisms Based on 




links in any way, except as to the point of attachment. 
One difficulty that exists when giving the same data to 
several problems is the fact that each problem is solved for 
a different number of specified positions. Williams [24] 
discusses this in his work and found the maximum number of 
arbitrary positions for the sphere problem as six, for the 
circle problem as four, and for the vertical -cylinder problem 
as five. By specifying the initial position to coincide with 
the fixed frame, the equations are simplified. What happens 
to a linkage that has one part specified for four positions 
while another part is specified for those four positions 
plus two additional positions? While there is some tendency 
for the linkage to pass the coupler through the two extra 
positions, it cannot be assumed that it will. Since all the 
linkages contain revolute joints and the circle solution 
contains the minimum number of specified positions, four, 
all the linkages used in the study are four accuracy point 
mechanisms. 
Mechanisms must also meet the mobility requirements 
as determined by the Kutzbach-Greubler criterion. The 
mechanism shown in Figure 5 has two degrees of freedom 
according to this criterion but one of these degrees of 
freedom is the unproductive axial rotation of the S-S link. 
The complete family of five link mechanisms which utilize 
the joints of interest and satisfy the Kutzbach-Greubler 
criterion will be introduced in the following chapter. 
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Part IV: Path and Position Synthesis 
It has been shown that the input to the planar and 
the spatial Burmester problems are a set of positions of a 
body relative to some fixed reference. The output can be 
employed to synthesize a linkage that will carry the coupler 
through the input positions exactly. This approach can be 
used for the synthesis of path generating mechanisms by 
arranging the input positions so that they approximately 
specify a path. When path generation is desired, the 
relative angle between the coupler and the fixed frame loses 
importance and can be specified arbitrarily. 
17 
CHAPTER III 
TYPES OF SPATIAL LINKAGES POSSIBLE 
Solving the vertical cylinder, sphere, circle, and 
inverse circle problems for the same input data gives 
solutions that can be used to synthesize any one of six types 
of spatial linkages so as to satisfy the input requirements. 
These linkages are shown in Figure 6 and are listed below: 
(a) A linkage with two R and one S joints on the 
fixed frame, and with three S joints on the 
moving frame; 
£b) A similar linkage with two R and one C joints 
on the fixed frame; 
tc) A linkage with two S and one R joints on the 
fixed frame, and two S and one R joints on the 
moving frame; 
(d) A linkage with one R, one C, and one S joints 
on the fixed frame, and two S and one R joints 
on the moving frame; 
(e) A linkage with three S joints on the fixed 
frame, and two R and one S joints on the moving 
frame; 
(f) A linkage with two S and one C joints on the 





Figure 6. Types of Five Link Spatial Mechanisms 
Utilizing R, S, and C.Joints Only 
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In the preceding list, R designates a revolute or 
pin joint, S designates a spherical or ball joint (which is 
also called a globular joint), and C designates a cylin-
drical joint. The two linkages (c) and .'(d) are similar to 
(a) and (b) in that they make use of the inverse circle 
problem to reverse the positions of the revolute joint from 
the fixed frame on (a) and (b) to the moving frame in (c) 
and (d) . The last two linkages (e) and (f), are derived by 
using the inverse circle problem to transfer both R joints 
to the moving frame. Linkage (e) is not unique as it is the 
inverse of (a) and could be derived by reversing the fixed 
and moving frames of linkage (a). 
All six of these linkage types have one effective 
degree of freedom. The three types with S-S links have two 
degrees of freedom with the extra motion provided in the 
axial spin of the S-S link, but that degree of freedom has 
no significance to the relative motion of the fixed and moving 
reference frames. 
The vertical cylinder, sphere, circle, and inverse 
circle problems were solved for parameters describing a 
variety of input paths by a digital computer using the method 
of Williams 124] . In summary of the mathematics, this method 
takes the input data and writes the equation of the spatial 
surface (sphere, circle, and vertical cylinder) for each 
of the input positions. The initial position of the moving 
frame is specified to coincide with the fixed frame to 
simplify the equations. These equations are then solved 
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simultaneously. This resulting data is used to solve a 
polynomial which had been derived from the compatibility 
relationships. Further, algebraic manipulation yields 
answers in a form that can be used for synthesis. Several 
things must be noted from this discussion of the mathematics. 
First, the initial position specified in the input must 
have zero values. Second, the uniqueness of the matrix must 
be preserved. This means that a parameter in the input 
(A, B, C, 0) cannot remain constant throughout the specified 
positions or, since the initial position always has a value 
of zero, the parameter cannot be zero for all of the input 
positions. This in effect rules out the use of this technique 
for a planar motion problem that utilized all of the input 
positions. However, the first value of an input parameter 
could be zero and the rest could be designated a constant 
value other than zero. This would yield a spatial mechanism 
whose coupler (moving frame) approximated planar motion for 
three accuracy positions. Since this could be solved with 
greater ease and with more accuracy points by planar methods, 
this limitation had minimal significance. The third point 
to be made regarding the mathematics is that when solving 
polynomial equations, imaginary roots may be encountered. 
These must be sorted out and are not presented. 
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CHAPTER IV 
UTILIZING SYNTHESIS RESULTS IN 
MECHANISM DESIGN 
There have been several limited attempts to provide 
design approaches to planar kinematic synthesis problems. 
Fruedenstein [3] provided a listing of four-bar mechanisms 
for function generation. These linkages have been optimized 
to have minimum error between the accuracy points. He 
provides a linkage for each of several common functions. 
Another approach was presented in the atlas of Hrones and 
Nelson of coupler point curves. This atlas provides the 
coupler curve of various points on the coupler of several 
four-bar linkages. The designer matches his required coupler 
curve as closely as possible to a curve in the atlas and 
obtains a linkage. This method*s accuracy depends largely 
on eyesight and draftsmanship of the designer but is very 
quick and easy. Tesar has provided a series of design graphs 
for the specialized path generation of straight-line motion 
for a point on the coupler. One other method to aid the 
designer is exemplified by Freudenstein and Sandor [19]. 
This was the publication of a computer program which can 
save the designer a lot of time and is an invaluable aid 
for optimization. However, computer programs take a long 
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time to write, to debug, and even to convert from one language 
to another and this may not be efficient or convenient. 
The purpose of design aids are to reduce the time and 
effort spent in achieving a solution. A design graph is one 
type of design aid. The ideal design graph would be a 
graphical interpolator between the input data points for 
which exact solution were obtained. That is, the design 
graph maker would solve problems whose input varied by some 
increment and would present the data in a way so that the 
designer could devise an intermediate linkage whose input 
was between the solved data points. This ideal would allow 
the designer the greatest flexibility with the input data 
short of solving the problem exactly. Conversely, the 
presentation of a compendium of solutions places a great 
restriction on the designer as he must accept the input data 
that were chosen to be solved. 
The first step in an effort to develop design graphs 
was the selection of the type of synthesis generator desired 
from the main types of path, position, or function generators. 
As was mentioned earlier, Burmester theory does not lend 
itself very well to the design of function generators. The 
second step was an attempt to classify path and position 
generators by the type of input motion. Since a group of 
positions by their definitions are arbitrary and do not have 
a functional relationship, position synthesizers were not 
studied for possible reduction to design graphs. The input 
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motions for path generators was divided into two categories. 
The first category consisted of motion that performed some 
task such as the displacement of the coupler around some 
object. The second category consisted of motion along a 
path described by some mathematical function. A special 
case of the second group was the type of linkage where the y 
coordinate was some function of x and the z coordinate was 
some other function of x. This gave a linkage whose projec-
tion of the coupler's origin on the x-y plane generated a 
'• 2 functional path such as y = x while the projection on x-z 
"3 
plane generated a path such as z = x . 
The third step in the attempt to develop a system of 
design graphs was thesolving"of a significant collection of 
problems with the aid of a computer. The input data was 
varied in an orderly manner to search for some relationship 
between the input parameter and output parameters. Figure 7 
shows the notation used to define input parameters and 
Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11 show the notation for the output 
from the vertical cylinder, sphere, circle, and inverse 
circle programs, respectively. 
A set of input data was prepared where the x-coordinate 
varied by a small increment. It was found that the values 
of D in the output of the vertical cylinder program varied in 
an approximately linear relationship with the x of the input. 
However, the E, R, x and y values of.the output varied in an 







Figure 7. Input Parameters to Define a Position of 








Figure 9. Output Parameters Defining a Spherical Joint 
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Figure 10. Output Parameters Defining the Circle 
of a Revolute Joint 
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Figure 11. Output Parameters Defining the Inverse 
Circle for a Revolute Joint 
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variable is the x-coordinate of the center of the vertical 
cylinder (the axis of the cylindrical joint) in the fixed 
frame. Physically, the x-coordinate of the input positions 
must have some bearing on the general position of the vertical 
cylinder in the x direction. The other output parameters 
do not have such a strong physical relationship and they do 
not have a linear mathematical relationship as the solution 
of the vertical cylinder problem involves the solving of a 
4 x 5 matrix and a fourth-order algebraic equation. 
The major problem was the complexity of the three 
dimensional linkage in terms of the total number of parameters 
involved. A linkage such as that shown in Figure 12 
requires twenty-two parameters for definition whereas a 
planar four bar linkage with a coupler point requires just 
eleven parameters. 
The spatial solutions generated in this work and their 
linkage parameters thus do not lend themselves to graphical 
presentation. Nonetheless, families of several types of 
specific coupler paths of potential usefulness to the 
designer will be presented. The Burmester solutions (and 
thus the associated possible linkage parameters) for each 
path will then be presented for use of the designer wanting 
to synthesize a spatial mechanism. 
3D 
Figure 12. Parameter Used in Defining the Joints 
of a Five Link Mechanism 
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CHAPTER V 
PRESENTATION AND USE OF THE SOLUTIONS 
This chapter explains the organization scheme Of the 
presentation of the solutions in the appendix, a description 
of the purpose of each of the paths or tasks chosen to be 
solved, and an example of how a solution is used to design 
a linkage. 
The solutions are organized by a number-letter-number 
system. The first number refers to a unique task or set of 
input data used in each of the four computer programs to 
develop a family of solutions. The letter Tefers to the 
type of solution--whether the solution resulted from the use 
of the vertical cylinder, sphere, circle, or inverse circle 
computer programs. The second number denotes each of the 
solutions generated by a computer program. For example, if 
the data for the first task develops two sphere solutions 
and three vertical cylinder solutions, they would be desig-
nated as follows: 1-S-l and l-S-2, and 1-VC-l, l-VC-2, and 
l-VC-3. Each of the sphere solutions could be interchange-
able with another of the sphere solutions, etc. All of the 
solutions for a given task are then assembled on a single 
chart in Appendix A. 
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Tasks for Which Mechanisms can be Synthesized . 
Each task represents an appropriate and useful set 
of precision points defining a coupler motion. Some tasks 
define an arbitrary coupler path and others define a 
functional relationship between the coordinates of the 
coupler link. The description of each of the tasks selected 
is as follows: 
TASK.NO. 1: This motion maintains a functional 
relationship between the coordinates of the origin of the 
coupler in both the x-z plane and the x-y plane. The function 
in the x-z plane is that the z coordinate (C) is the square 
of the x coordinate (A). The function in the x-y plane is 
that the y coordinate '(B) is the logarithm of the x coordinate 
(A). 
TASK NO. 2: This motion is designed to carry the 
coupler around some object in the x-y plane with a height 
measured in the z direction. This object would be centered 
at approximately x = 3 and y = 5 in the x-y plane. 
TASK NO. 3: This motion is similar to Task No. 2 
except that the displacements in the z direction (C) are 
different and the angular displacements (6) are different. 
TASK NO. 4: This motion gives a functional relation-
ship where the y coordinate of the origin of the coupler (B) 
is the logarithm of the x coordinate (A). 
TASK NO. 5: This motion gives the same functional 
relationship as Task No. 1. The § values of the input have 
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been varied to give alternate.mechanisms, 
TASK NO. 6: This motion gives the same functional 
relationship as Task No. 1.except the order of the input 
positions has been changed. The effect of this is that the 
"extra" positions needed to solve the circle and vertical 
cylinder problems are at the end of the coupler's path. 
This should make the mechanism more accurate as a function 
generator but over a shorter interval. 
TASK NO. 7: This motion would carry the coupler in a 
short approximately spiral path from the origin. 
TASK NO. 8: This motion gives the same type of path 
as Task No. 7 except that the displacements in the y direction 
have been magnified. 
TASK NO. 9: This motion gives the same type of path 
as Tasks No. 7 and 8 except that the displacements in the y 
direction have been additionally magnified. 
TASK NO. 10: This motion gives the same type of 
path as Tasks No. 7,. 8, and 9 except that the displacements 
in the y direction have been additionally magnified. 
In general, the families of Burmester solutions 
developed for each task can be used to develop one or more 
mechanisms to carry out the coupler displacements defined by 
the tasks. 
Example 
Using Task No, 3, a linkage can be derived that will 
carry an object around some obstacle* Choosing a linkage 
34 
of the type shown in Figure 6c, a solution for the sphere 
problem, a solution from the circle problem, and a solution 
from the inverse circle problem are required. Figure 13 
shows all six positions designated. Positions 0,1, 2, and 
3 are the only positions that the coupler will be sure to 
pass through. Positions 4 and 5 are chosen to help guide the 
linkage on the path between the accuracy points. Figure 14 
shows the derived linkage in position 2. 
The direction numbers (a,g,y) a r e a set of numbers 
associated with the normal to the plane of a circle, such 
that a displacement along the axis of a revolute (or pin) 
joint has its x component proportional to a, its y component 
proportional to-'g, and its 2 component proportional to y. 
Further note that for this four-degree-of-freedom 
coupler motion, that any connecting link can be shifted 
vertically for convenience. Thus in Figure 14 it is seen 
for the link having a pin joint in the moving frame, that 
the ball joint in the fixed frame has been placed 1.33 
units above the XY plane rather than to have placed the pin 
joint 1. 33 units below the xy plane of the moving frame. 
Conclusions 
Four computer programs, which solve the sphere, 
vertical cylinder, circle, and inverse circle problems in 
three dimensions 124], were converted to the FORTRAN IV 
computer language and are listed in Appendix B. These 
35 
Figure 13. Successive Locations -of.the Origin of the 
'ing. Frame in Performing Tas-k. No. • 3. . 
36 
I 2 
(Joints based on solutions 
1-S-l, 1-C-l, and 1-IC-l 
from Task No. 3) 
Figure 14. Example Linkage Performing Task No. 3 and 
Shown in Position No. 2 
37 
programs were used to develop the body of results in Appendix 
A which can be used to develop numerous spatial linkages 
which perform some task. The ten tasks (or three-dimensional 
motions) which can be performed from the results tabulated in 
this study were carefully selected for possible usefulness. 
The net accomplishment is hopefully that spatial 
mechanisms following certain useful paths can now be 
synthesized by designers not otherwise able to justify the 
computational effort of synthesizing directly from input 
data. 
A further program can be recommended of identifying 
additional useful motions and generating the subsequent 






INPUT PARAMETERS AND-SOLUTIONS FOR EACH OF THE 
TEN DISPLACEMENT TASKS DEFINED 
IN CHAPTER V 
Task Number 1 
INPUT " — — — 
A B C 6 
Sphere problem uses positions 0 through 5. 
Vertical cylinder problem uses positions 
0 through 4. Circle problems use positions 









L o c a t i o n of J o i n t on F ixed Frame 
D E P • . a & y 







- 0 . 7 1 1 1 
-19 .6839 
- 0 . 2 3 8 3 




- 1 . 9 7 8 1 
- 3 . 1 1 9 6 
- 1 . 2 0 4 6 
Ver-













2 . 0 4 4 1 
3 .6124 
0 .1141 
- 0 . 3 2 0 8 1 
0 . 5 4 3 1 
1.1792 






- 5 . 3 0 5 4 











- 0 . 0 0 5 1 
- 0 . 9 5 6 4 
- 1 . 0 9 9 1 
- 0 . 5 8 6 7 
- 3 . 4 5 5 1 
- 1 . 0 2 8 7 







Location on Fixed 
Frame 
X Y 
Loca t ion" of J o i n t on Moving Frame 









- 0 . 7 6 4 3 
- .7583 
1 .5371 
4 . 5 9 1 1 
2 .0039 
8 .8411 




- 1 . 3 7 0 2 
- .0016 
- 1 . 1 4 0 1 
- 1 . 0 6 9 3 
• • " i 
0 0 ,0 0 . 0 0 .0 0 . 0 
o 1 1.1 0 . 0 4 1 1 .21 1 0 . 0 
o 2 1.3 0 .114 1.69 2 0 . 0 
•H 
4«J 3 1.5 0 .176 2 . 2 5 3 0 . 0 
•H 
O") 4 1.2 0 .079 1.44 1 5 . 0 
O 
a, 
5 1.4 0 .146 1.96 2 5 . 0 
Task Number 2 
INPUT _ _ _ _ _ _ 
A B C . 8 
. 0 0 . 0 0 .0 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 
o 
7Z. 
1 4 . 0 2 .0 1.0 1 0 . 0 
O 2 5 .0 6 .0 2 . 0 2 0 . 0 
+-> 3 2 . 0 1 0 . 0 2 . 0 3 0 . 0 
•H 
i/l 4 4 , 0 1 0 . 0 3 .0 4 0 . 0 
O 
O- 5 0 . 0 6 .0 0 .0 5 0 . 0 
Sphere problem uses positions 0 through 5. 
Vertical cylinder problem' uses positions 
0 through 4. Circle problems use positions 





— - - • i u ! i " » * - ' ! U : - . .• ,1^1 n u j i i - t u * " " 
Solution 
NO; 
• • • • • • • — - • • • - - - • — * • • 
Radius 
R 
L o c a t i o n of J o i n t on F ixed Frame 
D E P a 3 Y 
' Location on Moving 
Frame 
x y 
Sphere 1 2 .2389 - 5 . 5 4 8 3 2 .3949 9 . 7 4 8 1 - 4 . 8 2 0 4 0 .2774 
Ver-
t i c a l 
Cyl-
inder 
1 3 .4907 - 5 . 7 2 4 1 5 .8124 - 7 . 0 5 2 0 2 .8332 
KdJLX C i v 







Location on Fixed 
Frame 
X Y 
Loca t ion" of J o i n t on Moving Frame 








. 0 0 .0 0 .0 
o 1 4 . 0 2 .0 
o •7 i.. 5.0 6 .0 
•H 3 2 .0 1 0 . 0 
•H 
if) 4 4 .0 1.0.0 
O l r 
a,! J 






Jo in t . 




t i c a l 
Cyl-
inder 














Sphere problem uses positions 0 through 5. 
Vertical cylinder problem uses positions 
0 through 4. Circle problems use positions 
0 through 3. 








J o i n t 
In-
ve r se 
Ci re It: 
4 .5007 
9 .3359 




- 8 . 4 3 1 6 
solut ion 
NO. 













- . 6993 
4 .3706 
Locat ion* of J o i n t on Moving Frame 















A B c 0 
0 o . o ~-j" 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 o 
• ? * • ] 1.1 0 . 0 4 1 1.0 1 0 . 0 





1 . 5 0 .176 1.0 3 0 . 0 
+-> 




1.4 0 .146 1.0 2 5 . 0 
Sphere problem uses positions 0 through 5. 
Vertical cylinder problem uses positions 
0 through 4. Circle problems use positions 











« _ _ — _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ™ . 
Radius 
R 
L o c a t i o n of J o i n t on F ixed Frame 
D E P a 3 Y 








- 1 . 7 2 3 9 
1 .4985 
1.6448 
- 0 . 7 0 9 6 
3 .1369 


















- 0 . 3 2 0 8 
0 .5430 
1.1792 
































- 0 . 9 0 6 1 
- 0 . 8 9 9 3 
- 0 . 8 9 1 7 
- 0 . 8 9 5 6 
.3957 
0 .1625 














Location on Fixed 
Frame 
X Y 
Loca t ion" of J o i n t on Moving Frame 





















- 0 . 1 8 7 2 
- .8858 
- 0 . 8 8 9 6 




A B C 8 
. 0 0 .0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 .0 
S5 1 1 .1 0 .041 1 .21 5 .0 
P o 2 1.3 0 .114 1.6.9 7 .0 
•H 
+-» 3 1.5 0 .176 2 .25 9 .0 
'iH 
V) 4" 1.2 0 .079 1.44 6 .0 
O 
D, 5 1.4 0 .146 1.96 8 .0 
Sphere problem us&s positions Q through 5. 
Vertical cylinder problem-uses positions 
0 through 4. Circle problems use positions 








L o c a t i o n of J o i n t on F i x e d Frame 
D E P a 0 y 
! Location on Moving 
Frame 
x y 
Sphere 1 47 .9844 28 .0540 - 2 0 . 0 0 5 3 41 .7729 
' - ™ " • ! " . . . . - . • • 
49 ,7920 
" 
- 2 9 . 2 2 5 8 
Ver-
t i c a l 
Cyl-
inder 
1 0 .9480 - 0 .3409 9 .0278 - 0 .3535 9 .9345 
Circle 1 11 .827 - 1 2 . 5 7 1 4 - 8 .6245 1 0 . 8 6 1 5 
i 
1.0 2 , 7 3 7 6 - 0 . 2 3 1 4 
c 







Location on Fixed 
x Fra-e y L Q c a t i o n \ o f J o i n t on Moving Frame 
D E P a 0 Y 
In-
verse 





B C e 
0.0 0.0- 0 .0 
0 . 0 4 1 1 .21 1 0 , 0 
0 .079 1.44 1 5 , 0 
0 .114 1.69 2 0 . 0 
0 .146 1.96 2 5 . 0 
0 .176 2 .25 30 .0 
A 
o 0 0 ,0 
is. 1 1 .1 
o 2 1.2 
•H 
+«> 3 1.3 •H 








L o c a t i o n of J o i n t on F i x e d Frame 
D . E P a 0 Y 














- 1 . 9 7 8 1 
- 3 . 1 1 9 6 
- 1 . 2 0 4 6 
Ver-













0 . 6 1 0 3 
3 .1771 
0 . 0 7 4 3 
- 0 . 2 8 1 7 
0 . 4 4 5 1 
1.1945 
- 0 . 4 5 3 3 
9 .1017 
Circle 1 8 .1447 
3 0 . 1 4 3 
• _ _ . -










- 0 . 9 3 6 8 
- 1 . 1 0 6 1 
- 0 . 5 6 9 6 
- 3 . 3 0 6 6 
- 0 . 9 4 9 2 
- 1 . 0 5 3 8 
Type 





Location on Fixed 
Frame 
X Y 
Locat ion^ of J o i n t on Moving Frame 





3 . 3 9 2 1 
7 .9520 
0 .1017 
4 , 3 1 6 6 
- 0 . 7 3 6 3 
- 0 . 9 4 5 2 
1.1216 
4 . 0 8 2 5 
1 .8459 
7 . 0 0 0 1 
- 1 . 9 4 8 9 
- 0 , 2 2 5 5 
1.0000 
1.0000 
- 1 . 2 7 0 1 
- .0048 
- 1 . 1 5 9 4 
- 1 . 0 9 0 3 
. - • • • - , - - , , , : -
Sphere problem uses positions 0 through 5, 
Vertical cylinder problem uses positions 
0 through 4, Circle problems use positions 




















1 . 0 
0 .0 





0 . 0 0 .0 
1.0 1 0 . 0 
1.4 9 0 . 0 
1.8 180 .0 
1.2 4 5 . 0 
1.6 1 3 5 . 0 
Sphere problem uses positions 0 through 5. 
Vertical cylinder problem uses positions 
0 through 4. Circle problems use positions 
0 through 3. 
OUTPUT 
frypo 
J O 'Lilt 
• jphciv 
Ver-















Location of Joint 
E P 












0.994 2 1.0 19 .5976 






















2 . 6 5 7 3 




Location' of Joint on Moving Frame 
J) 
0.1523 
F a 3 







0 .0 0 .0 
1.0 10.0 




Sphere problem uses p o s i t i o n s 0 through 5. 
V e r t i c a l c y l i n d e r problem uses p o s i t i o n s 
0 through 4 . C i r c l e problems use p o s i t i o n s 
0 through 3 . 
Locat ion of J o i n t on i;i xed 


















Location on I;ix^d 
Frame 
X Y 





1.0 8 .1985 - 6 . 5 8 4 0 
Locntion on Moving 
Frame 








0 . 4 5 1 3 
Loca t ion" of J o i n t on Moving Frame 
K P ex ' 3 y 




A B C 8 
• 0 0 .0 0 . 0 0.0. 0 . 0 
2 1 1.5 0 . 7 1.0 1 0 , 0 
C 
O 2 2 . 0 1.4 1.4 9 0 . 0 
•H 
.p 3 0 .0 2 . 8 1.8 1 8 0 . 0 
•H 
W 4 2 .0 1.05 1.2 4 5 . 0 
o 
DM 
5 1.0 2 . 1 1.6 1 3 5 . 0 
Sphere problem uses positions 0 through 5. 
Vertical cylinder problem uses positions 
0 through 4. Circle problems use positions 








L o c a t i o n of J o i n t on F ixed Frame 
D E P a 3 y 





1 4 . 0 3 5 4 
3 .8949 
9 . 8 4 7 1 
2 . 2 6 3 3 
9 .2 771 
0 .8608 
- 1 9 . 0 0 2 8 
- 3 .1412 
" " " • " • " • " 
- 0 . 8 7 8 9 
- 1 . 5 6 6 7 




t i c a l 
Cyl-
inder 
1 1.5610 1.3062 1.3724 1.8050 2.25.41 
Circle 1 1 .3522 0 . 2 8 31 1 .4033 0 .9588 
> 









Location on Fixed 
Frame 
X Y 
Loca t ion" of J o i n t on Moving Frame 








Task Number 10 
A B C 0 
'; 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 .0 
K 1 1.5 0 . 8 1.0 1 0 . 0 
O 2 2 . 0 1.6 1.4 9 0 . 0 
•H 3 0 , 0 3 .2 1.8 1 8 0 . 0 
•H 
V) 4 "> 0 1.2 1,2 4 5 . 0 
O 
(X 5 1.0 2 .4 1.6 135 .0 
Sphere problem uses positions 0 through 5. 
Vertical cylinder problem uses positions 
0 through 4. Circle problems use positions 








L o c a t i o n of J o i n t on F i x e d Frame 
D E P a 3 y 











- 2 0 . 3 8 6 4 
- 2 .3309 
- 0 . 9 0 7 1 





t i c a l 
Cyl-
inder 
1 1.2772 1.1738 1 ,5951 • 0 . 0 0 2 1 2 .1034 












Location on Fixed 
Frame 
X Y 
Loca t ion" of J o i n t on Moving Frame 








COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN FORTRAN IV LANGUAGE 
FOR THE SPHERE, VERTICAL CYLINDER, 
CIRCLE, AND INVERSE CIRCLE 
PROBLEMS 
•s 




lS»9)f A<7)#R(6-) »C-(6)t A M A T ( 9 , 9 > # R K ( 5 ) » 








DO 12 1=1#5 
READ(5»11) PACT! » P B ( I } r P c « I ) f O P r H d J 
11 FORMAT*HFin .5 } 
W R I T E { 6 , 1 2 J I . P A ( I ) » P n * I ) » P C ( T ) » D P T H ( T > ' 
12 FORMAT MHO»5X f 5HP0SN , I 1 , 5 X » 4 H A = # l P p l 5 , 5 f 5 X » 4 H 6 = #1PE15.S ,5X» 
14HC = » 1 P E 1 5 , 5 » 5 X » 8 H T H E T A = r ? P t l 5 . 5 1 
DO 1 1 = 1 f 5 
13 P T H a j = U P T H M ) * { 3 . 1 4 1 ^ 9 2 7 / 1 8 0 , 0 ) 
A M A T { I # l ) = - 2 , * P A t I ) 
A M A T t I » 2 } = - 2 * p B ( I 3 
•AMAT l I t 3 ) = - 2 , * P C ( I ) ' 
A M A T M » 4 ) = 2 . * ( ! . - C 0 S C p T H ( I } ») 
A M A T ( I » b - ) = 2 . * S T N l P T H < T > * 
A M A T ( I t 6 ) r - P A { T ) * P A ( I j - P & U » * P B ( I ) - P C { I } * p C ( I » 
A M A T U » 7 ) = - 2 . * P A ( I ) * C o S l p T H ( I . l > - 2 » * P B ( I > * S I N < P T H I I > ) 
1 A M A T ( I f t i ) = - 2 . * P b U ) * C o S ( p T H < I ) ) + ' 2 « * P A ( I ) * S I N ( P T H H ) ) 
CALL. GJH(AMAT rMC,NR»N,MC#52»* f JC»V> 
00 17 1=1#S 
Q U + 2 j = A M A T M r 6 ) 
R ( I + 2 j = A M A T M f 7 ) 
S a + 2 ) = A M A T U # B) 
17 WRITE(613 JAMAT( I r 6 ) r A M A T ( 1 1 7 J ,AMAT{ I» R) 
3 FORMAT MHO # 3 £ 2 5 . 5 ) 
A U ) = S * 4 ) 
AC2»=RC*»-»-St3} 
A t 3 ) = Q ( 4 } - S ( 6 } 
A ( 4 ) = R ( 3 > 
A < 5 ) = f ) < 3 ) - R < 6 ) 
A ( 6 > = - 0 ( 6 ) 
8 1 1 ) =R (4 ) *S I 3 j - K i 3 J * S 
9 * 2»=Q ( 4 } * S t 3 J - o { 31 * S 
B ( 3) =R"( 3 > * S ( 3 ) + R C 41 *S 
Q ( 4 ) = Q f 3 ) * S f 3 ) + U ( 4 ) * S 
B { 5 ) =-Q I o J *S ( 3 ) + u i 71 *<; t 4 j 
C ( 1 ) =A M ) *B ( 3) *U l 3•) -A 
C ( 2 ) = ' 2 « * A J l ) * B ( 3 ) * B ( H 
C ( 2 ) = C « 2 ) t ' . * A ' l 1 ) * B H 
C ( 3 ) = C < 3 ) - A t 2 } * 0 * 2 ) * B 
C t 3 ) = C < 3 } + ? . * A ( b ) * B « l 
C ( 4 » = 2 . * A ( 1 > * ! i C 4 ) * B ( 5 
C11 > =C < H J - A < 3» * d ( 2) -*B 
C 15 > =A M ) * n < i j ) *U « 5 > - A 
< 0 + S | 3 ) * S i 3 > + S ( i | > * S t * M 
4 1 - 5 ( 6 ) * S 13 > + S ( 7 ) # S ( 4 > 
4 ) 
4 ) - R ( 6 ) * S I 3 J+R « 7 ) * S ( 4 ) 
2 ) *R M ) *R ( 3 > +A ( n > * f i t 1) *B M ) 
-A | 2) *H f 1 1 * B ( 4 ) - A ( 3) *B (1 ) * t f { 3 ) 
*U 12) + A r S J *B ( 1 } +B ( 1 ) -A < 2 ) +UI2) * 8 ( 3) 
C { 3 J r A 1 1» *B < 4 } * i i { 4 ) + 2*A ( i l * B ( ? l * l ( S . | - M 2 i * R < 1 * * , i C t> 1 - A < 3) * t i < L.) *B ( 4 ) 
4 ) - A < 3 )-*R I 2') *B ( * J +A ( 4) *B ( 2 i *B ( 2 ) 
* h ( 2 ) + A t 6 ) * B U ) * R M ) 
-A ( 3) *B { 1 J *B { b ) _A ( ? ) *R ( ? »• + i i l 5 ) 
4 \ + A < 5 J+Ri 2> *B < ? > + ? . * A ( f t ) « U (1) *B ( 2 ) 
3 J * B ( 2 ) + B t 5 > + A ( 6 ) * H ( 2 ) * B < i i ) 
57 DO 8 1=1,5 
58 6 C0(6-I)=CtT» 
59. - N = * • 
60 EPSr.000001 
61 KMAX=500 
62 CALL R 0 0 T C P < C 0 » N I E P S * K
M A X ' R I » J » $ 2 I H 
6 3 I F J J . L T . ' + J G O T^ 24 
6** DO 9 I = l r 4 
6b RRtI)=RLAL(Rl(T)) 
6to WRITE(6r9Jf?i ( D 
67 9 FORMAT(1H »15X*2E25.8, 
68 DO 10 I = l#4 
69 U1=RR(I) 






76 0A=(Ul*Ul+ll2*u?+U3*U3 + U
tl*U44U^*U5-2.*{i6) 
77 ' IF(OA..GT.O)60 TO 50 
78 0A=-0A 
79 WRITE{6*51) i 
80 51 FORMAT<1H0»12, **X»22HOA CHANGED TO POSITIVE) 
81 50 0=SQRT<OA) 
82 WRITE (6» 20 )Ul,U2,U3fUfl»U5»0 
8 3 20 FORMAT U H O t ^ H X = f I P E j 5 . 5 ' 2 X , O H Y = r I P E I S . 5»2X'»4H0 = » 
8H l l P E l 5 . 5 » 2 X # f H E = » I P E i 5 . 5 ' 2 X » H H P = r I p E I S . 5 , 2 X » i|HR = t 
85 2 1 P E 1 5 . 5 ) 
8b DO 10 J = l # 5 
87 X C A P ( j j s P A ( J ) + " l * C 0 S « p T H ( J ) ) - n 2 * s l N ( P T H ( J ) ) 
88 Y C A P ( j ) = P B ' ( J > + n i * S I N ( p T H ( J ) ) + M 2 * c 0 5 ( P T H ( J M 
8 9 ZCAPCj )=PC(* i ) 
90 CKSPH-|J-)=SORT| ( X C A P ( J j - U 3 > * * 2 + < Y C A P | J J - U * l ) ' * * 2 + ( z C A P < J > - U 5 J 
91 1**2} 
9 2 10 W R I T E ( 6 , 9 1 ) C K S P H ( J ) 
93 9 1 FORMATI1H >1P£?G.5> 
94 24 WRITE(6»23) 
95 23 FORMAT* 1HO»12HP-ROGRAM 0V£R) 
9t> 25 WRITE(6*26)' 





C PROGRAM FOR VERTICAL cYLINDER 
REAL PArPB»PC»raTH»JCfO»OrS,A,n»C,AMAT,RRfDPTH, 
iUlrU2,U3,U4fU6»U7 
0• IMENSION PA(5 > r PR « 5),PC{5),pTH(5 J »JC(5)< »Q(7)»R(7110• (4 ) *• E < *) »F (4 ) » 









DO 30 1 = 1»4 
30 R E A 0 ( 5 # 1 H P A t T ) , P B ( I | » P c * I ) f P P T H < I » 
11 FORMAT(HF10.5} 
DO 31 1 = 1 , 4 
3 1 WRITE<6»12) I » P A | I> r P R U J iPC(T>#pPTH(T> . 
12 FORMATt lH0»5X»5HP0SN t I i , 5 X » 4 H A = f 1 P F 1 5 . 5 » 5 X # 4 H 0 = i i P E l 5 , 5 , 5 X » 
14HC = •»1PE15.5»5X»BHTMETA = » ? P f c l 5 . 5 ) 





A M A T 1 I # 4 ) 5 ? . * S T N ( P T H ( T ) ) 
AMAT( I tb)=-PA{T)*PA(Ij-Pa <I)*PB 11) 
AMAT(If 6)=-2,*PA{I3*CoS t pTH«I))-2.*PR{I» *SIM(PTh11») 
1 AMAT<I»7)=-2.*Pti(I)*CnS(pTH<I>)+2-.*PA{I)*SINtPTHtI)> 
CALL GJH(AWA T,MC,NR»N,MCf $24» JC»V) 




WRITE (6r 6) D(I>fE<D»F*I) 






R (*»)=£< 2) 
R16)=E«3) 
R|7)=E<4> 









A 16 J =-Q11>) 
811) =R < 4) *S I 31 -K I 3) *S | 41 +S { 3) *S ( 3 J +S U I *">(*»> 


















































B 1 3 J = R ( 3 } * S C 5 3 +H t4 J *S 
B14 3 = Q £ 3) * S ( 3) + Q £ 4 » * S 
B ( 5 3 =-Q (t») *S ( 3 > +i { 7) *s ( 4) 
.C(1>£A<.1)*R<3)*U(3)-A 
Cl2J=2.*A£t)*B(3)*Bi4 
C (2 3 =C * 2 3 +2 . *A •< ** J * 8 1 i 
4 3 
4 i-R f 6 )• *SI 3 > +R(7)*S£ 4) 
2 > *B f1}*R(3 > +A t4 >*B11J *B(iJ 
-A-1 2) *81 1) *B (if) - A t 3) *B 11J *B I 3) 
*b(2 J +A f 5)*B(1)*B U ) - A ( 2 J *B(2)*B £ 3 J 
C I 3 > =A £ 1) *" « 4 3 *B ( 4 3 +2* A (1) *B (3 » *R £ 5 >-A{2) *B £ 1J *ft•( 51 -A (3J *B {1J *B C 41 
4 3 -A ( 3 ) *B I 2>*B ( ̂ 3 +A * «* J *B £2 > *B £2) 
*b(2j+A('6)*B(l)i8B<i) 
-A ( 3)*B f1)*B(5)-A(2 > *B(2)*B C5 3 
4) +A (53 *B i 23 *B ( ? J +2,*A 163 *U 113 *BC2 J 
3)*B(2 »*BI 5 J +A £ 6)*B{2 J *B <2) 
Cf33=Ci3}-A(23*B(2>*B 
C(3}=C<33+2.*A<5)*B£1 
C £ 4}=2.*A 11)*B C 4)*B{5; 
C£4)=C<4)-A£3)*B{23*B( 
C153=A£ 1>*Rt53*B(53-A, 
00 8 1=1r4 
C0(5-I)=C£I+1) 
WRITE'<6»8) C0{T) 





IFIJ«LT.3)<50 TO 24 
DO 9 I=l>3 
RR»I)=RtAL*Rl(T)J 
WRlTE(6f9JRl{I) 
9 FORMAT U H »15X»2E25,8»' 
DO 10 1=1f3 
U1=RR(I) 
U2=-£B(3 J * < Ul**2}+B £ 4 j *Ui+B£ 5 3 3 / £ B (1)*U1+B £23 3 
U3=Q£ 3)+R{3)*U1+S(3}*n2 




IFtOA.GT.Q3 60 TO 50 
OA=-OA 
WRITE{6r5i>I 
51 FORMAT£lH0rIl,22HOA C H A N © E O TO POSITlyE) 
50 0=SQRT«OA3 
WRITE{6»10 J Ul r 112 ,U31Un# 0 
10 FORMATUH0r4HX = * PE18.5,2X, 4HY = #PEtS.5,2Xr 4Hu = ,PE16.5#2X# 
14HE = »PE1««5»*X»4HR = rpElB.K) 
24 WRITE(6r23J 
23 FORMAT*lH0#12HpROGRAM OVfcR) 
25 WRITE<6»26) 
2 6 FORMAT (1H0»12HPR0GRAM OOr>jE) 
STOP 
END 
QPKT M t S . S 
C A R L S O N * D - P * M E C » C 
A C PROGRAM FOR CIRCLE IN T H R F E DIMENTIONS 
2 DIMENSION 'PA (4) »P8l4i,PC(4) »PTH(i») f A M A T I T , 131 »Q( 12) t 
J lR(.12>fS(12)rT(12)tV(lp>rw(12)»DPTH(4)>VK'2) 
4 00 1 1=1,3 
5 1 READ 15*2) PAUJ»PB(I),PC{I)#DPTHtI) 
t> 2 FORMAT<4F10.5) 
7 DO 1 1 = 1*3 
a WRITE(6r3) ItPAil)»PB(I}rPC(I)fUPTHtij 
9 3 FORMAT!IHOfSHpOSN tIi,5Xt4HA = tlPE15,5t5Xi4HB = tlPElS.St 
10 1 2 0 X » 4 H C - = fiPEl5',5f5X,8HTHETA = *2PEl5.5) 
11 P T H ( I > = D P T H ( I ) * 3 , 1 4 1 5 Q 2 7 / 1 8 0 , 
12 AMAT(lt1)=-2.*PC(I» 
13 AMAT(It2)=2.*(l,.-C0S(PTH(IM> 
14 AMAT(Ir3)=2.*SlN(PTH( II 3 
15 AMAT-(I»7)=-PA<I)*PA(T)-pB(IJ*PbtIi-P'C*I)*PC(I) 
lb AMAT(Ir8)=-2.*PA(I)*cOS(PTH(in-2,*PB«I)+SlN«PTH(I)) 
17 AMAT{I» 9)=-2.*P811>*cOS(PTH(TJ 1+2.*P A iI)*SIN(PTM I) J 
ia •AMAT(I»IO)=2.*PA(D 
19 AMAT(I#11)=2.*PB(I) 




24 4 AMATtI+3»l2)=PR(I) 
25 N=6 
2a MC=12 
27 VI U ) =4 
2b NC=13 
29 NR=7 
3y CALL GJR i.AMAT»NC»NR»M*MC**300»JO VI) 








39 WRITE<6»5) Ql-T+4) ».R(T+4) »S< 1'+*) f T(I+^) 
4U 5 FORMAT(IH »HEl5.5) 
41 6 WRITE(6t7) 'V(I + 4)#QII +8),WtI+p) 
42 7 FORMAT IIH »5X,3E15.5) 
40 DIMENSION Af20)#B(20),CI.2O)»Df21J#E(2n)»F(12)» 
44 lRRFt'8)»Fcni)f,IAtl6)tnB4l7)» 
4 b '2P5(17)# .ARGH2(9) 
4t> A t l ) = l . 
47 A ( 2 ) = l . 
4fcl A * 3 ) = V i 7 1 - T ( 6 ) 
4 9 A I 4 ) = - V 1 6 ) - T ( 7 ) 
50 A < 5 > = V t 6 ) * T S 7 ) - V t 7 ) * T ' t 3 ) -
5 i A ( 6 ) = R t 7 ) 
52 A » 7 ) r S C 7 ) - H ( 6 ) 
5o A < B ) = - b ( & ) 
54 A ( 9 ) = Q l 7 ) ' + R ( 6 > * T C 7 ) - t ? | 7 j * T ( 6 ) 
5a A ( 1 0 ) = - O l f t ) - t S ( 6 ) * T ( 7 ) - b ( 7 ) * T < 6 ) 































































B « 6) =0 C 9 J *R ( 5 > ~W C 9) *<; < 5) 
BC7)=-*i9)*V(5)-l. 
B(B)=Q(9)*V(5> 
8 19)=Q «11> *W(qJ *R!5 3-G< 9 > *W H 1 ) * R C 5)-W<9 
8(10 J =Q{113*WC 9)*S < 5>-Q<9)*w(ii J *S < 5 >+Q{ 
B (11} = Q (11) * w « 9) * V (5) - Q V 9) * W f 11} * V (5) + Q { 




C {4»=B U 1 ) — B (7 > «T 16 > +8 11 > *V (6) 
C (5 3 =-B (3 >-8 < 8)*T < 6 > +B ( 23 *V *f, i 
C 16 > =BI 3)*V16»-B(11)*T(&) 
C(7)=B(H) 
C < 8)=B(6) 
C(9)=BC53 
C 110} =B {91 -8 i 4 ).*T (6» +B 11) *R {f» 1 
C 111 )=8(in3-s(6» *T «6 j +B(1)*S(61+B(2 J*R16 
C«l2)=B(2»*S{6)-B{5)*T{b} 
C (• 13 J• =B 11? J -B (9} *T 16 j +0 {1» *Q {6) +B (3 > *R { 6 




0 i3)=A 11)*C19 > +A(21*r i 7) 
Q(4)=A(2)*C{8* 
DC5)=Al2)*C{g) 
Dl6)=A11}*C(10)+ A(3) *C17>-A(6 J *C <13 
0 ( 7) =A (1) *C C113 + A ( 3) *C (8) +A 14 ) *C < 7 J -ft { 6) 
D(8> =A (1) *C (12 ) +A (2* *C U ° > +A I 3J *C (9) + A C4 
l-AJ7)*C(2}-ACa>*C(l} 
D ( 9) =A ( 2 ) *C 111J +A ( 4 ) *C t 9> - A 171 *C < 3 ) - A < 8 ) * C ( 2 ) 
1 ) 
) * Q ( 5 ) + W ( l i ) 
9 > * G ( 5 ) - Q ( U ) 
11* 
* C ( 2 ) - A ( 7 > * C ( 1 > 
> * . C ( 8 } - A ( 6 ) * C < 3 ) 
D ( 1 0 ) = A { 2 > * C ( 1 2 ) - A < 8 
D ( l l > = A ( l l * C ( l 3 ) + A l 3 
O t l 2 } = A ( l » * C { I 4 3 + A ( 3 
l - A ( 7 S * C ( 4 > - A i 9 ) * C ( 2 } - A a o » * C U ) 
D U 3 ) = A ( 2 > * C ( t 3 ) + A ( 3 
1-A< 8 } * C ( 4 } - A j 9 } * C < 3 > - A ( 1 0 >*C t ?) 
D ( i 4 ) = A t 2 ) * C ( l 1 + ) - » - A ( 4 
D ( 1 5 j = A ( 1 ) * C { 1 5 ) + A ( 3 
1 - A < U > * C < 1 ) 
D ( 1 6 } = A C 3 3 * C * 1 4 } + A { 4 
1 - A ( 1 0 J * C { 4 ) - A ( 1 1 ) * C I 2 
D ( l 7 ) = A ( 2 ) * C { t 5 ) + A ( 4 
1-A (11J *C ( 3) 
D t l 8 ) = A i 3 ) * C ( l 5 } + A ( 5 
D t I 9 } = A ( 4 ) * C { 1 5 ) + A « 5 
D ( 2 0 ) = A ( 5 ) * C ( I S ) - A ( 1 
X = ( W ( l l } - O t l 0 3 i/2* 
Y = Q { I l } + W ( l O ) 
Z= ( ( Q U O ) +W 111 )•) * * 2 J / 4 . - Q { 11} * W J 10 J 
W R I T E i b , 2 4 ) X . Y i Z 
* C ( 3 ) 
* C ( l 0 > + A < b ) * C ! 7 ) - A < 
* C ( 1 1 ) + f i ( 4 ) * C ( 1 n J+A 
6 i * C ( 4 i - A ( 9 $ * C U J 
( 5 ) * C ( B > - A ( 6 ) * C < 5 ) 
*C112 > + A ( 4 ) * C { 1 1 J • +AC5 J*C C g 3 - A ( 7 ) * C ( 5 ) 
* C f l 2 ) - H ( b ) * C ( 5 ) - A f 
* C ( l 3 ) + / » < 5 ) * C ( l n l ~ A 
* C { l 3 ) + A ( b » * C ( l i ! - A 
* C { 14)4-0 { 5 ) * C ( l 2 > - A 
* C ( 1 3 ) - « ( 9 ) « C < 6 ) - A ( 
* C { l 4 J - J f t ( i O > * C ( 6 l ~ A 
)*C <6} 
l 0 ) * C t 3 > 
( 6 ) * C ( 6 ) - A ( 9 ) * C ( i » ) 
( 7 ) * C « f a ) - A ( 9 ) * C ( 5 ) 
( 8 ) * C ( b ) ^ A < 1 0 ) * C ( 5 ) 
1 1 3 * C ( 4 ) 
f l l ) * C ( 5 ) 
57 
114 2<* FORMATUH0»3El5.5f/> 
H i j E ( l ) = 0 ( . l ) - D ( 3 > + D ( 5 ) 
116 E ( 2 } = D * 6 ) + D { 2 ) * X + D ( 3 j * Y - D ( 8 ) - . 3 . * D ( ^ U X + 0 { 1 0 ) - 2 . * 0 ( 5 ) * Y 
117 E (3 )=0 ( l l >+X*0m+X*y . *O(3 )+Z*n (3>+Y*n (8 ) -D<13)+3 , *X*Y*Q(<U 
l l a l - 3 . * X * D t 9 ) - 6 . * X * X * D { 5 ) + Y * Y * D ( ? } - 2 . * Z * n { 5 ) - 2 , * Y * D ( 1 0 } 
119 E*H=0*15)+X*D»12)+X*x*D(8».+z*Dl f t )+Y*n(13)-D(17) . 
120 l + X*X*X*U( * )+3 . *X*Z*0 ( ( * )+3 . *X*Y*u (9J 
\2l E 4 2 = - 3 . * X * D ( 1 4 ) + 6 . * X * X * Y * D C 5 } + 2 . * Y * Z * D ( 5 ) - 6 , * X * X * 0 (10) • 
122 l Y * Y * D l l Q ) - ? . * Z * D U 0 ) 
123 E<4»=E41+F42 
124 E 5 l = O t i a } + X * D ( l b ' + X * x * 0 ( l 3 J + 7 * 0 l l 3 ) + Y * D { l 7 ) + X * X * X * 0 ( 9 J t 3 , * X 
I2i> 1*Z*0<9> 
l 2 o E52=3 . *X*Y*D < 14) +X** 4 *D ( 5} +6. *X*X*Z*n i 5 } +Z*Z*D {5} +6 . *X*X*Y 
127 l * D ( l O ) + 2 . * Y * Z * n « l O ) 
l 2 d Et5)=E5l+F52 
129 Et6J=Di20)+X*DC19»+X*X*otl7j+Z*nM7HX**3*D(l^j+3,*X*Z* 
130 10114)+X**t**D (10 ) +6 . *X*X*z*D llfll +Z*Z*D {10) 
131 E(7J=Di2}-Dt4} 
132 E(8 > =D(7)+2,*X*D(3)+Y*0t H)-Q f 9)-4»*X*D(5) 








1*1 F(3)=E(3)*E « 3»+2•*E(p> *t (4)+F(9 j *E(9 J +2•*E(8)*E(101 -2.*Y* 
142 1E18}*E*9)-7*E(8)*E(8> 










153 Fl8|=2,»E(S)*E<b)-Y*E( •!!)*£(11>-2.*Z*r(10J*E(11) 
154 Ft9>=Et6}*F(6)-Z*E(ll)*E(ll) 
15b DO 26 J=l»20' 
156 26 WRITE(6#27) A{J)»8(JJ,C(j)»D{J}iE(J5 
157 27 FORMAT(1H »»El6.b»3X#iElfa«6> 
i5tJ COMPLEX FC 
159 DO 8 1=1,9 
I6tl FCtlO-I)=F(D 
161 8 WRITE(6»11) F(T) 
162 11 FORMAT 11H #lPE"55t10) 
163 N=8 
164 EPS=.00000Dl 
16b KMAX-300 v 
160 DIMENSION PF19) 
167 COMPLEX KF 
l6d CALL ROOTCP<FC»NIEPS»KMAX»RF#J»*300) 
169 IFtJ.LT,a>GO JO 300 
170 DO 9 1=1.8 
58 
171 RRF<I)=R£AL(RF(1)) 
172 9 WRITE(6»iOJRF(T) 
174 1Q FORMATtlH »1UX»1P2E15.5) 
17% DO 12 1=1*8 
17b 12 UAtl)rRRF(T) 
i7b DO 15 L=l,5»% 
177 Ml=L+3 
l7o DO 14 J=L»M1 
179 ARGU2<J)=-UA(J)*UA(J}+Y*UACJ)+Z 
18U WRITE{6,31> ARGU2U) 
181 31 FORMAT<1HO»1PE?0.5> 
182 IFIAR6U2CJ) .GT.OJGO T 0 28 
184 ARGU2(J)=4BS(AKGU2(J)) 
18% WRITER,2^) J 
185 29 FORMAT (IHO^Hj = 112 r ^* 25HARGU2 CHANGED TO POSITIVE) 
180 28 UB(J*2-l)=X+SQRT!ARGUp(J}) 
187 m UBIJ*2)=X-^QRT(ARGU2(j))'• 
188 M2=(2*L)-1 
189 M3=(2*U+6 




194 P5l=((((Dm*»'l + D<2>*U2)*Ul+p(3>*U2**2)*Ul*D(*»|* 
*9b lU2**3)*Ul+ni5)*U2**4)*Ui 
19b P52= ( ( CD (6 ) *Ut + D (7 ) *!j2 ) *Ul+p ( 8) *U2**2) *Ul+D(9) * 
197 lU2**3)*Ui+ntlo?*U2***+ 
19a P53=((Uilt)*ul+0(12)*U2)*Ul+P(13)*U2**2)*Ul+n(l**)*U2**3 
199 P54=(D(l5}*Ul+Dtl6)*y2)*Ul+Df 17»*U2**21»-DCl8)*Ul+Dtl9)* 
200 1U2+D{20) 
201 P5<K)=P51+Pb2+P53+P5lf 
202 15 WRITE(6r16) UA(K}»UB(K)»p5(K) 
203 16 FORMATS1H »lP3^1b.5>-
20% DIMENSION XCAP(**)#YCAP(H)»ZCAP(H)»CKSpH(«H»CKPLuC*). 







212 2)/(C11)*UI*U1+C(2)*U1*U2+C(3)*U2*U2 + C(%)*Ul+C(5» *U2 
214 3+C(6)) 
214 U%=U%B 
2lb U3A=<-U2*,H*+R(b)*Ul+r, (u)*U2+V(b)*y'4+oC6) )/(Ul-
2it> IT ten 
217 U3B= (U1*U*»*« I 7 ) *U1 + S ( 7 ) *U2+V « 7 } *U1+Q r7) ) /(H2-
210 1T(7)) 
219 U3C=-rBtH)*Ul*Ul+Bt5}*U2*U2+P(b)*Ul*n2+P(7)*Ul+U4+ 





22b U8C=-(049)*K(eJ)*01 + 0,-9)*S(5)*Ui;+(0C9)*T<S)+l.># 
22b lU3+Q(9)*W(P)*i)*+lQ<9)»Q(j>)-g(iln)/lW(9)*R(5)*Ui 
227 2+W< 9 > *S(b) *U2+W (9) *T i«-) *u3+ < w (9) *V (5) +1« ) *U4+ 
59 
22tt 3 ( W I 9 J * Q ( 5 ) - W U 1 U ) 
229 U8=U8A 
23u U5=Q(5)+R(5)*H1+SC5)*U2+T-(5)*U3+V(51*U1 
231 U6=Q(6)+H(b)*Hl i -S(6>*U2+Ti6)*U3+V(b)*U' t 









241 18 FORMAT (IHOf-^HX = » 1PE| 5. 5» 7X( <iMY = ilpEl5,5r8Xi 
242 14H0 = »1PE15.5»5X»4HE = f 1PE1F .5, /»1H ( W = »lp£|5.5» 
243 25X»8HALPHA = * IPE15.5,5X, 7.HBETA = »1PF15»5»5X»8HGAMMA = flPEl5,5 
244 3»5X»i*HR = rPtlS.S) 
24b DO 19 J=l»3 
24b X C A P ( J ) = P A ( J ) + U 1 * C 0 S ( P T H ( J » » - U 2 * S I N ( P T H I J ) » 
247 YCAP(Jl=PRtJ)+Ul*SIN(PTHtJJ)+U2*C0S(PTH(J)» 




252 19 • WRITE |6»20> C K S P H ( J } » rKPi_NJ J) 




257 . CHKl2=U2*"8+ul-Ull 
258 CHKl3=U4*"8+u5*U9+U3»Uli 
259 WRlTEt6,21!CHK9rCHKln»CHKll»rHKl2tCHKl3 
260 17 WRITE t 61 22 ) U3 A * U3B t U3c t U4B # USA »U8B * U8c 
261 21 FORMATUH » lP4 r 15.5# l P 2 E i 5 , 5 ) 
26** 22 FORMATUH t IP<+|r15»5» l P 3 E i 5 , 5 ) 
263 300 WRITE(6»23) 






i C PROGRAM FOR CIRCLE IN THRFE DIMENSIONS 
2 DIMENSION PA (it) rPB(4)#PC<4) »PTH(4> t AMAT('7» 13) »Q( 12) f 
5 iRU2),S(12.)»T(l2.)fV(l?>rW<l2)»DPTH(4),Vl(2) 
4 00 1 1 = 1,3 
5 • ; 1 READ 15'2) PA(D ipBCI) ,PCtD rOPTHil) 
d 2 FORMATt4FlO«5) 
7 00 4 1=1,3 
a W R I T E ( 6 , 3 ) I r P A ( I ) r P B ( I ) , P C U ) rUPTHCI) 
9 3 FORMATUH0»5HPOSN » I I , 5 X # 4 H A • = , i P £ 1 5 # 5 # 5X»WB = »1P£15,5» 
10 1 2 0 X , 4 H C = » l P E t 5 , 5 » 5 X , 8 t l T H E T A = , 2 P £ l s , 5 ) 
l i P T H ( I ) = D P T H ( I } * 3 . 1 4 1 5 o 2 7 / l 8 Q . 
12 • T P A I = - P A ( I ) * C O S ( P T H ( I ) ) - p B ( I ) * S I N ( P T H ( D ) 
15 P B ( I ) = P A ( I ) * S l N ( P T H ( I | . ) ^ p B ( I ) * C O S « P T H ( I ) ) 
1** P C C I ) = - P C ( T ) 
15 P T H t I ) = - P T H C I ) . \ 
l b P A ( I ) = T P A I 
17 A M A T ( I » l ) = - 2 . * P C U ) 
I d A M A T ( I r 2 ) = 2 , * f 1 . - C O S < P T H * I ) ) ) 
19 A M A T ( I » 3 > = 2 . * S I N ( P T H { I ) j 
2U AMAT * I r 7 ) =-PA < I > *PA « i ) - p B ( I J *Pt i i I ) -Pc ( I ) * P C ( I ) 
2 1 A M A T ( I » 6 ) = - 2 . * P A ( n * r O S ( P T H ( T ) ) - 2 . * P R ( I ) * S I N ( P T H { I ) ) 
2 2 A M A ' T { i # 9 ) = - 2 . * P B { I ) * r O S ( P T H ( T ) * - + 2 . * P « ( I ) * S I N ( P T H ( I ) ) 
2 5 A M A T ( I i l O ) = 2 . * P A ( I ) 
2 4 A M A T < I - » l l > = 2 . * P B m 
25 A M A T ( I + 3 » ^ ) = - P C ( I ) 
20 A M A T { I + 3 , 5 3 = - S l N { P T H { I ) ) 
2 7 AMAT ( I + 3 f 6 ) = { t - . -COS t p T H ( I | ) ) 
2d A M A T ( I + 3 » 7 J = p f t ( I ) 
2 9 <* AMAT ( 1 + 5 , 1 2 ) = p n t . I ) 
30 N=6 
3 1 MC=12 
32 VU1)=4 
35 NC=13 
J 34 NR=7 
35 CALL GJR{AMAT*NC»NR»r i ' M C'S30^»JC»V1) 
36 0 0 6 1 = 1 * 3 
37 Q ( I + 4 J = A M A T ( i , 7 ) 
3d R C I + 4 ) = A N ^ T ( i , 8 j 
39 S ( I + i+ )=AMAT( i»9 ) 
4u T l l + 4 ) = A M A T ( i , l O ) 
4 1 V ( I + 4 ) = A M A T U » U ) 
4«: Q ( I + 8 ) = A M A T { i + 3 , 7 ) 
45 W(I+8>=AMAT{i+3,12} 
44 .WRITE (6*5) U(I+4)»R<T + H)»SII+4)rT(I+ij) 
46 5 FORMATUH t4EiS.5) 
40 6 WRITE(6,71 V(i+4J»Q<If8),W(I+fl> 
47 7 FORMAT(1H *5X,^El5,5) 
4b DIMENSION *«20>»b(205,Ct20),Q(2l)»E(2o»rF«12) , 
4 9 1RRF18J ,FC( 1 1) , ' ' A t 16) f i t B U ? ) r 
5u 2 P 5 ( l 7 ) r A R G < t 2 l 9 ) 
5 i A t l l : l , 
52 A ( 2 ) = l . 
5 j • A ( 3 ) = V ( 7 > - T i f , ) 
54 A ( 4 ) = - V l 6 ) ~ T { 7 ) 
5 5 A I 5 ) S V « 6 > * T | 7 ) - V ( 7 ) * T * O J 
50 A t 6 ) = R i 7 ) 
A17)=SC7)-R(6) 






8 { 3 ) =Q ( 11) * W (9) *T ( 5 J _Q C 9 ) *W (11 j *T ( 5 » _W { 11) 
B<4}=-rt{9)*K(5> 
8(5)=Q(9)*S{5} 
8 (6) =Q (9) *R ( 5) -w (9 J *c, <5) 
Bl7)=-lM9)*V<c5)-lt 
6(a)=Q(9J*V«5) 
8 (9 J sQt 11J *.W ( P1 *R { 5) .Q ( 9> *W (11 > *R t5) -W (9} *Q < 5) «• W til J 
B C10) =« 11.1 ) *W (9 » *S ( 5)• -G 19) *w f 11) *S (5} +Q i 9 J *Q 15 j - Q U I ) 










C (8} =B 16) 
C{9)=B(5) 
C {10 } =b I9) -B ( 4 J *T < 6) +B U ) *R ( &) 







D I 3) =A C1) *C {9)+A ( 2) * H 7 » 
D(4)=A{2)*C(8> 
0t5)=AC2»*C(g> 
0 i6)=AII)*C(in)+At3)*CI 7}-A(f»*C<1J 
• 0 < 7 > =A(1> *C(11)+AI 3 > *C < a >+A (M )*C 17)-A<6)*C(2}-A(7) *C (1J 
D ( 8) =A (1J *C (12 r+A (2) «C (lQ) +A (3 j *C ( 9) 4.A (4 ) *C < S) -A (6) *C ( 3) 
1-A(7>*C(2>-A{a>*Ct1) 
D (9) =A 12) *C { 11 ) +A f ** > *C i 9) -A { 7 > *C < 3 J - A (8) *C.(2) 
0(10)=A(2)*C(t2)-A(8»*Ci3» 
0 C11 } =A 11 )*C { 1.3 > +A < 3) *C < 10) + M b > *C « 7) -A (6) *C {i» > -A (9) *C { 1J 
0 < 12) =A C1'} *C ( 1 **•) +A ( 3 3 *C ( 11) + A ( 4 ) *C'< 10 ) +A (5) *C (8 »-A (6) *C (5» 
1-A 1.7) *C i«+) -A ( g ) *c (2) - ft (1 u > *C { H 
•D(13)=AI 2 > *C(13)+A(3 j *C(121+A 14)*C <11}*A{5)*C19 J - A i 7) *C (5 } 
1-A 18) *C ( 4) -A < 9 ) *C < 3) - A (1 fl ) *C « ? > 
D I B J =A ( 2:) *C (1 *f) +A « H ) *C (12) -fl («) *C ( 5) -A (10) *C 1 3) 
Dtl5j=A(l)*C( l5)+A<3j*C(l3)+Alb)*C(lo)-A(6)*Ct6)-A(9)*C(**> 
1-A(111*C C1) 









117 Z=<. (Q(10)+W(H) }**2)/4.-Q(ll)*W(10) 
lib WRITE(6»24) X,Y»Z 
119 24 FORMAT<lH0»3El5.5»/> 
120 EU)=0ll)-D(3)+DC5) 
121 Et2)=D(6)+D{2)*X+D*35*Y-D(a)-3,*O(4)+X+O{l0)-2.*D(5)*Y 
122 E(3)=0 111)+X*n(71+X*x*0(3J+ 2*0(3)+Y*n « 8)-0(13) +3.*X*Y*D(4) 
125 l-3.*X*Ol9)-6»*X*X*0(5j+Y*Y*D(S)-2.*Z*n<5)-2.*Y*f>tlO) 
124 E41=Dll5)+X*Dlia>+X*x*U<8)+Z*0iB>+Y*n<13)-D'(17> 
125 1+X*X*X*0C4)+3 S*X*Z*0U)-*-3.*X*Y*LM9) 
126 E**2=-3.*X*Du(*)+6.*X*X*y*D(5)+2,*Y*Z*DC5)-6«*X*X*DtlO) + 
127 '1Y*Y»D{.10)-2.*Z*D<10» 
l2t» E(4)=E41+F42 
129 E51=0 <18)+X*D 116)+X*y*0{13)+2*0<13)+Y*0<17)+X*X*X*D 49)+3»*X 
130 1*2*0(9) 
131 E52=3«*X*Y*0(l»*)+X**^*Dt5)+6#*X*X*2*ni55+Z*Z*0(5)+6.*X*X*Y 
132 1*0(10}+2. *Y*2*DUG) 
135 Et5)rESl+E52 














14a . F(4)=2.*E<2)*E(5)+2.*E(if)*E(^)+2»*E(B)*EUi)+2.*E(9)*Etl0) 
149 l-Y*E(9)*E(9)-2.*Y*E(8)*E(lO)-?,*Z*E(a)*E(9) 










160 DO 26 J=l»20 
161 26 WRITE(6»27) A(Jl»B(J),C1j)»D(J)$FJJ) 
162 27 FORMATUB * 4El6«6» 3X» , Elfc.6) 
163 COMPLEX FC 
164 DO 8 1=1i9 
165 F C ( 1 0 - I ) = F ( I ) 
I6t» 8 WRITE (6r 11) Ft I I 





171 DIMENSION RF(9* 
172 COMPLEX RF 
17^> CALL ROOTCP(FC»N,EPS»KMAx»RF»Jf*300) 
174 I F t J . L T , a ) G O j<l 300 
l 7 b DO 9 1 = 1 , 8 
l 7 b R R F < I ) = R E A U R p i I M 
177 9 WRITE(brlO)RFiT) 
176 10 FORMAT*IH >10x»lP2E15 5) 
179 DO 12 1=1»S 
18U 12 UA(IJ=RHF<n 
181 DO 15 L = l , 5 # 4 
18k: Mi=L+3 
1 8 3 DO 14 J=L»M1 
164 A R G U 2 t J ) = - U A { J 3 * U A l J | + Y * U A ( J } + i : 
l 8 b WRITE{6 ,31> ARGU2<J} 
180 3 1 F0RMATUH0»1PE?G.5) 
187 IF(AftGU2(J}.GT»0)GO Tn 2a 
l8d ARGl^tJ^ABSc'VRG^CJ^ ) 
189 WRITEtto^Q) J 
19U 29 FORMAT»1H0»HHJ = #12»*Xr25HAR^U2 CHANGED TO POSITIVE) 
l9i 28 U8tJ*2-l)=y+SQRTiARGU?tJ)> 
192 14 U8(J*2>=X-SSRTrARGU2«jn 
l9j M2=(2*LJ-1 
194 . M3=C2*L>+6 
19b . DO 15 K=M2*M3 
l9t> K l = ( K + l ) / 2 
197 U1=UA«K1) 
I 9 t t U2=UB**<) 
l 9 y P 5 l = ( < I (D( l}* ' i l - t - 0 (2 )*U2>*Ul+n t3 )*U2**2 t#u l+D{ i* j* 
200 l U 2 * * 3 ) * U i + r M 5 ) * U 2 * * * U * U l 
2 0 1 P 5 2 = { ( t D l 6 ) * U l + b ( 7 ) * | j 2 r * U l + o « 8 ) * U 2 * * 2 ) * U l + D ( 9 ) * 
202 l U 2 * * 3 ) * U l + 0 ( l o ) * U 2 * * t » 
203 P 5 3 = ( ( D ( l l ) * U i + 0 ( 1 2 } * U 2 ) * U l + n ( 1 3 » * U 2 * * 2 ) * U l + D « l ^ l * U 2 * * 3 
20<f P 5 < * = { D U 5 > * U l + 0 ( 1 6 J * i ) 2 ) * U l + D ( 1 7 » * U 2 * * 2 + o a f i ) * U i + 0 ( 1 9 J * 
2 0 ^ 1U2+D12Q) 
20fo P5 tK)=P51* -P52+P53+P5^ 
207 15 WRlTE(6tl6) UA<K)rUB(*)»p5(K» 
20b 16 FORMAT 11H »1P3^15.5) 
209 DI MENS I ON XC AP ( * } t YCAp ( 4 ) r ZC AP <**)" CKSpH i4) * CKPLN ( <*) 
210 00 17 I=1»16 
211 K2={I+l}/2 
212 . U1=UA(K2J 
213 U25U8U) 
2 1 f ARGU3=ARGi>2(K^} 
21b U48=-«C ( 7> *U1 * *3+C ( 8 } * U i * U l * l » 2 + C f 9 ) *> i l *U2*U?+C {10) 
2 l o l * U l * U l + C ( l l ) * U l * U 2 + C ( i 2 ) * U 2 * U ? + C ( 1 3 ) * i t l + C ( l t ) * U 2 + C < 1 5 ) 
2 1 7 2 ) / I C ( D * U . t * U l + C ( 2) *U1*U2+C < 3) *U2*U2+c f 1) * U l + C (5 ) *U2 
2 l c i 3+C«6)J 
219 U4=UtfB 
22U U3A = { -U2*« W + R ( 6 ) * U 1 • r, (t> i *U2 + V (o) * U t + 0 I 6 > ) / (U1 -
2 2 1 i T t 6 ) > 
222 U 3 B = l U l * U * ' + R ( 7 i * i n + S , 7 ) * U 2 + V ( 7 > * U * + Q ( 7 » . ) / ( H 2 -
2 2 3 1T.(7>) 
224 U 3 C = - I U I ' » S * U l * U l + B { 5 l * U ^ * U 2 * P ( 6 | * « i l * i . i 2 + R ( 7 ) * | ) i 4 l U 4 + 
22b l n ( 8 * * u 2 * U * * + b ( 9 » * U l + B ( i ' 0 i * U 2 + B C l i ' l * ^ + R ( 1 2 ) ) / ( B I D * 
220 2 U l + d ( 2 ) * U 2 + B ( 3 ) > 
227 U3=U3A 
64 
22tt U 8 A = ( U 2 * Q < i a ) ) / < U l - W l 1 0 ) > 
229 U8B= ( - U l + 0 < 1 1 ) ) / IU2-vi * 11 > > 
230 U 8 C = - t t i ( 9 ) * R ( ! S } * I J l + Q £ 9 ) * S t 5 ) * U z + { Q ( 9 i * T C 5 ) + i , ? * 
2 3 i l U 3 + Q ( 9 ) » V ( 5 ) * U 4 + - ( G { 9 ) * Q < 5 ) - G n l J > > / ( W ( 9 ) * R ( 5 ) * U i 
232 2 + « M 9 ) * S t 5 ) M J 2 + W t 9 ) * T ( f O * u 3 + ( W 4 9 } * V < 5 ) + l « . ) * U ' t + 
2 3 i 3 t W < 9 ) * Q l 5 ) - U < l l H > 
234 U8=U8A 
23b U 5 = Q < 5 ) + R < 5 > * H l + S ( 5 ) * U 2 + T ( 5 ) * U 3 + V { 5 ) * U 4 
23o U 6 s Q ( 6 ) + R < b ) * i a + S<6 ) *U2 - t .T (6 ) *U3 + V < 6 ) * U 4 







244 RA = S Q R T ( U 1 * U 1 + U2*U2+S)3*U3+UH*LH+U5*U5-2,*U6J 
245 ^ R l T E C d t l B J U l f U a r U S n i ^ ' U S f A L P H A f B E T A . G A M M A f R A 
2 4 d 18 FORMATUHOrHHX = r l P E j 5.5»7X»i*HY = t l p E 1 5 . 5 # 8 X f 
247 14HD = »1PE15.5».5X*4HE = ,lPEiS.bf/*1H #4HP = »lp£15,5* 
24d 25X#8HALPHA = »lPE15.5f5X(7HBETA = fiPFl5.5t5X,8HGAMMA = tlP£i5,5 
249 3»5X,4HR =:»lPEt5,5) 
25q DO 19 J=l»3 
251 XCAPtJ)=PA«J)+Ul*C0S(PTHUn-U2*SIN(pTH(jn 




25t» CKPLN<vJ) = { X C A P U > - U 3 i + U a * t Y C f t P t J ) - U % j + U 9 * C Z C A P ( J J - U 5 ) 
257 19 W R I T £ ( 6 f 2 0 J C K S P H H J ) i c K P i _ N < J ) 
2 5 d 20 FORMAT(1H » 1 P 2 E 1 5 , 5 ) 
259 CHK9=U1*U^+U2*U4-U6 
26U C H K 1 0 = U 2 * U 3 - u l * U 4 - U 7 
2 6 1 CHK11=U1*H8-U2-U10 
2 6 * C H K l 2 = U 2 * t J 8 + u t - U l l 
264 C H K 1 3 = U 4 * ( . I 8 + U 5 * U 9 + U 3 - U 1 I 
26** W R I T E ( 6 i 2 1 » C H K 9 , C H K l n » C H K l l , r H K l 2 » C H K l 3 ' 
26 i j 17 WRITE<6» 22 )U3A»U38»U3c»U4B»U8/>#U8B»U8r 
26b 2 1 FORMAT(1H > I P ^ l S . S . l P 2 E l 5 . 5 ) 
267 2 2 FORMAT 11H »- lP4F15.5r l p 3 E j . 5 . 5 ) 
2&tS 300 WRITE(6»23» 
269 23 FORMAT*1H »12HPR0GRAM OV£Rj 
2?0 STOP 
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